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About This Game

Casual colorful physical puzzle with sweets and explosions.
The goal of the player is to keep the cookies on the chocolate bar for some time to pass the level.

In Chocolate makes you happy :
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Achievements

- Cool Soundtrack
- Sweets

-Colorful art
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Title: Chocolate makes you happy
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blender Games
Publisher:
Blender Games
Franchise:
Chocolate makes you happy
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2017
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Pros:
- Altera

Cons:
-

10\/10 Good Civilization. I personally dislike FNAF series (very much)

So it kinda hurts to say this, this game isn't half bad!

Movement and not being locked in a single room pressing few buttons, instantly makes the gameplay way better.

Singleplayer stamina is VERY limited (you have stamina of a 9-month old baby)

Multiplayer seems pretty fun, it just takes way too long to find a match to be worth it.

It's kinda sad to see how the community makes better games than the maker of the original games.

TL:DR
I dislike FNAF
dis game ok
. id suggest that this game would benifit from a multiplayer and maybe a bit more complex system like suplies and such
for the rest its a relativly good game. the chest are just to expensive i mean 100 meateorites for a wooden one wow.
pretty good game. I'm clicking and clicking and the first level won't work. Broken game.. Not recommendable. Very
slow, gameplay is very crude.
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I got this because I couldn't afford Universe Sandbox 2, and it's okay, I guess.. The game is lagging. My fps are dropping so
badly. What's funny though, if I set the options to medium, low, it increases the lag more. I can run GTA V smoothly but not
this? Come on.
Also, the voice acting is terrible. I was feeling like they were reading their lines for the first time.
Refunded. I would recommend if it was on sale since it won\u2019t take very long for you to finish the game. If you like tribal
games and are into the zodiac, then this is the game for you.. Only takes about 90 minutes to beat. Completely linear. No
replayability, special levels, or user levels. Although graphics/sound/story are pretty good. Movement is a little buggy and
gameplay is a little awkward.

The mechanics of this game gave it a lot of potential for some really great puzzles, but falls quite a bit short of it.. Like This
Game Not Bad Good

Update!:
It may seem like I've been gone for a while (it's been 2 weeks), but I kinda wasn't. Since the sales of the game started slowing
down, I was beginning to look for alternative projects I could start on the side. I've done a bunch of them during these two
weeks, one of which I may actually release soon (a mobile game). The new game is taking shape quickly, but today, I've got an
idea for Audio Drive Neon. Remember the Getaway mode? I've thought of bringing it back, but with a co-op mode (and single-
player too). In the previous multiplayer versions, it was also a 2-player co-op mode, but both of the players were the drivers. So I
thought it would be cool if one of the players was controlling the getaway car, while the other one was attacking the chasing
enemy. Maybe I could also support more than 2 players. Cross platform would be nice too (non-VR with VR together).

If everything goes well, you could expect me to take 1-2 weeks to have the update ready. Thank you!. BrainBread 2 Dedicated
Server - AppID 475370 [RELEASED]:
The dedicated server tool should now be available for everyone!

DISCLAIMER. Sneak Peek Character Designs!:
In the wake of what's to come, we’re proud to unveil some of the characters you will experience from Episode 0!

This is you, Kurogane. You are a powerful ninja, and you must protect your world from evil forces.

This is your healer, guide, and the light that gives you hope, Sakuya. She will help you progress through the story and will help
you as well.

This is the first demi god enemy you will encounter, Asura. He has no pity, no soul, and will stop at nothing to destroying
everything around you.

Size Comparison:
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Make sure to stay up to date with our SNS below!
Twitter: @expvrstudios 
Instagram: @expvr[www.instagram.com]
Facebook:@expvrinc[www.facebook.com]

. About Endless Combat:
We are currently hard working on Endless Combat Network Systems,Market System,New Character Systems,New Weapon
Systems,Login System,Server Systems.So be patient it will be great game after all of this done.

Thank you for patients...

BEST REGARDS...

Fatalitech Indie Game Studio. Launch Bug Fix:
We have updated the game to address the launch bug that conflicts with other programs running on your PC!

Please let the game auto-update itself to apply the patch.

If you still experience some issues with the latest build, please report it on this thread with your details.
https://steamcommunity.com/app/977460/discussions/0/3658515990045275985/. Gamepad Keybindings!:

Gamepad keybindings. Playism Games in Steam's Weekly Sale:
Hi Playism fans!
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We are happy to announce that a whole selection of Playism titles are on sale this week!
Check out our catalog of fantastic indie games up to 80% off!!
Discover all the sales on our games in our Sale List!
View our Sales now!

Strange Telephone Out Now. 1.0 Update is OUT NOW!:
Hey guys,

Today we are releasing a new update, thanks for your patience while we were fixing bugs and improving some other things.

This patch will bring a lot of changes, based on your feedback.

You can check the patch notes below to find out what these are!

Level 1

-The level design has been improved, so players can understand the core mechanics earlier.
-Added a magnet icon to the bridges that you can push with the "Magnetic Impulse".
-Improved design and visibility to the final power source puzzle.
-Bombs now last longer on the final boss fight.
-It now takes more time for the final boss to attack.
-Added a papyrus explaining the use of boxes and how you can use them to attack enemies.
-Grabable objects are no longer affected by the "Time Power".
-Fixed an issue where players would sometimes not be able to turn the valves on the power source puzzles.

Level 2

-Fixed an issue where the statues that hug would sometimes not keep their positions.
-Added new statues that will attack you on the way to the second temple.
-Fixed an issue where you could open the door of the main temple with only two ears unlocked.
-Added a missing collision on the third temple.
-The particles of the snake's attacks have been optimized.
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-Fixed an issue where the FOV changes after the first cutscene plays.

Level 3

-Improved collision and movement of the tea cups.
-Improved movement to the ladder on the rails.
-Added a particle to represent the threads of the puppeteer.
-Fixed an issue where players could jump on the doll's mouth to skip the level.
-Portals are now closer to each other, so players can move faster through the level.

Level 5

-Fixed an issue where you couldn't press the action button to trigger the final cutscenes.

MISC

-Overall performance improvements.
-Improved and optimized collisions.
-Improved some sound FX.
-Some text and icons are now smaller in the UI.
-Fixed an issue where objects disappear sometimes, due to the view distance scale.
-Added some footsteps to help players find where to go.

Thanks for checking out the patch notes, we'll keep improving The Watchmaker so expect more to come!

We want to hear your comments and thoughts about what changes would you like to see next, so please continue to send us
feedback!

Special thanks to "Emps" for helping us testing and improving "The Watchmaker", check out her twitch: 
https://www.twitch.tv/emps.. Welcome to T.R.D.S! Come play at PAX South:
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Welcome everyone! Totally Reliable Delivery Service is something we've been cooking up with We Are Five Games and are
super happy to do a reveal alongside a playable show build at PAX South 2019 this weekend in San Antonio.

Reveal Trailer. [bug fix] Patch Note ver 0.3.1.1 c:

 1. Bug fixes and changes
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